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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we describe a computer-program for Interactive Multiple Goal Programming (I.M.G.P.), as described in Nijkamp and Spronk [1978a]. This method is based on a mutual and successive interplay between a decision-maker and an expert. By consequence, a computer program for the use of this method should be of the conversational type. In that case, the decision-maker has a computer-terminal to his disposal by means of which he can interfere with the program and thus articulate his preferences during each step of I.M.G.P. However, to avoid a large amount of technical details (which depend largely on the very computer system used), we here do not present a program of the conversational type. Instead, we give a program in which the concept of an 'imaginary decision-maker' (see section 2) is used. As will be shown in the final section, the latter program can easily be changed into one of the conversational type. However, the required modifications depend on the computer system used.

The present program consists of three subprograms, written in PL/I and using the MPSX-package. The first subprogram, described in section 3, reads the data and generates the input for the MPSX-package. The second subprogram, given in section 4, calculates an optimal solution for the imaginary decision-maker's objective functions. These first two subprograms can also be used for standard linear and multiple goal programming. The third subprogram forms the actual Interactive Multiple Goal Programming method. All programs have been run on the IBM 370/158 computer of the Technical University in Delft, the Netherlands. Obviously, they can also be run on other computer systems in which both PL/I and the MPSX-package are being used.

The authors realize that the described programs can be improved upon. They will be grateful for any suggestion to increase the efficiency of the programs and to correct possible errors.
2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we discuss the formulation of the linear programming problems to be solved within the computer programs (subsection 2.1.), the characteristics of the imaginary decision-maker (subsection 2.2.) and the structure of the computer program (subsection 2.3.).

2.1. The formulation of the linear programming problems

During each iteration of IMGP, there are a number of goal variables $g_i(x)$ ($i = 1, \ldots, m$), each of which is to be minimized or maximized, given the same set of linear constraints. This set of constraints normally consists of:

(a) the set of constraints $h(x) \leq \underline{h}$, describing the feasible region $\mathcal{R}$ of the instrumental variables $x_i, i = 1, \ldots, n$ (x in vector notation) where $h(x) = B \cdot x$, and where $B$ is a matrix of order $(k \times n)$.

(b) the set of constraints $g(x) = A \cdot x$, where $A$ is a matrix of order $(m \times n)$, describing the goal variables in terms of the instrumental variables $x$.

(c) the constraints $g_i^-(x) \geq \gamma_i$ (or $g_i(x) \leq \underline{\gamma}_i$ in the case $g_i(x)$ is to be minimized), for $i = 1, \ldots, m$.

The constraints (a) and (b) remain unchanged during the whole procedure, while the set of constraints (c) changes from iteration to iteration. The latter changes occur because, each time, at least one of the right-hand side values $\gamma_i$ is shifted by the decision-maker.

To bring the computer program in line with the standard version of MPSX, and to avoid unnecessary complications of the program, we assume that each of the goal variables is to be minimized. This assumption does not deliver any problems. For instance, a goal variable $g_i(x)$ to be maximized can be transformed into $g_i'(x) = -g_i(x)$, which then has to be minimized. Another possibility is to formulate the goal restriction $g_i(x) - \gamma_i^- = \gamma^*$, where $\gamma^*$ is a value of $g_i(x)$ which is known to be unattainable, and then to minimize $\gamma_i^-$. The use of such 'deviational' variables can also be very useful in other cases (cf. Nijkamp and Spronk [1978a]).

Notice, that the above assumption simplifies the program very much. At each iteration, the problem is to minimize (consecutively and separately) a number of goal variables, subject to the same set of constraints.
Then one or more of the right-hand values is changed and the minimizations can be carried out again, while using some of the characteristics (e.g. basis or solution values) of the former solutions.

2.2. The imaginary decision maker

As mentioned above, we do not present a computer program of the conversational type here. Instead, we introduce the concept of an 'imaginary decision-maker', who makes the necessary managerial choices 1).

In order to make the program suitable for a decision-maker in reality, some modifications are necessary. However, because these modifications depend largely on the computer system which is being used, we do not give them in detail here. In the final section, we will indicate in which way the computer program should be changed in order to make it suitable for practical use.

The managerial choices to be made, both by the imaginary and the real-life decision-maker are the following. First, given a proposal solution, she (or he) has to indicate which of the goal variables need(s) to be improved in value. We assume that the preferences of the imaginary decision-maker can be described adequately by a preference function which is known to us but not to him. Nevertheless, we assume him to be able to give his judgments concerning a proposal solution, and moreover to do so in a manner which is in complete accordance with the preference function specified. In this case, we assume, that the imaginary decision-maker's preference function is linear in the goal variables. Furthermore we assume that he, within the IMGP framework, first tries to drive the first variable to its optimal value (up to a small, predeterminal margin), then the same with the second and the third goal variable respectively, where the rank order is chosen arbitrary. In this case, the sizes of the proposed changes of the goal values are calculated within the method. Thus, the imaginary decision-maker does not formulate any aspiration levels, neither before nor during the interactive process. For the merits and the demerits of these assumptions we refer to Nijkamp and Spronk [1978b].

A second managerial judgement to be made, concerns the acceptability of a proposed shift in one or another goal value, vis-a-vis the loss of potential values of the unchanged goal variables. Given the a priori knowledge

1) This concept has also been used in Nijkamp and Spronk [1978b] and [1978c].
of the imaginary decision-maker's preference function, an optimal solution of the problem at hand can be calculated in a straightforward manner. This optimal solution is then used to evaluate the proposed shifts in the value of the goal variables. The question simply becomes, whether the proposal solution excludes the optimal solution or not. If so, the proposal solution is clearly unacceptable. If not, the proposed solution is being accepted and the decision-maker again has to indicate which of the goal variables has to be raised, and so on.

2.3. Structure of the computer program

This computer program consists of three parts or (sub)programs. The first subprogram, described in section 3, generates the input for the MPSX-package. In each of the three programs, we are using the following 'standard' terms:

\[
\begin{align*}
NP & = \text{number of problems, i.e. number of goal variables} \\
DD & = \text{data set name} \\
PP & = \text{problem name: there are always NP + 1 problem names. Problem names PP\:1 up to and including PP\:NP correspond with the NP goal variables. Problem name PP\:NP + 1 corresponds with the imaginary decision-maker's preference function.} \\
TT & = \text{name of the right-hand side column} \\
BB & = \text{name of the 'bounds' which can be used within MPSX (see section 3.).} \\
AAGOAL & = \text{common name of the first NP + 1 rows of the input tableau, describing the NP goal variables (AAGOAL\:1 up to and including AAGOAL\:NP) and describing the imaginary decision-maker's preference function (AAGOAL\:NP+1).} \\
AAGOAP & = \text{common name of row NP+1 up to and including row 2xNP+1 of the input tableau, describing the upper limits for the (NP) respective goal variables to be minimized.}
\end{align*}
\]

The second subprogram, described in section 4, converts the input, optimizes the imaginary decision-maker's preference function and saves the final basis for use in the third subprogram. The third subprogram, described in section 5, is the actual IMGP procedure. In broad lines only, the following chart shows the structure of the total program.
subprogram 1 generates input for MPSX

subprogram 2 converts the input, optimizes AAGOAL1NP+1, and saves the basis

subprogram 3 calculates first potence matrix

Is pessimistic solution satisfactory? yes End of program

no

Change one of the right-hand side values

Calculate the new potence matrix

is proposed solution acceptable? yes

no
3. THE INPUT GENERATOR

MPSX expects input in a certain format and in a certain order. In order to fulfill these requirements, we use the input generator ETMIC. Below, we only give a brief description of the card deck as required by ETMIC, together with an example of the input and of ETMIC. For further details, we refer to Lebret [1977].

Of each card, only the first 72 characters are used by ETMIC. The input card deck consists of one name definition card and a series of sections in which the linear programming tableau is defined. The format of the first card is

```
text    name1    name2    name3
```

These words must be separated by blanks. 'text' can be any string without blanks.

'name1' is the name of the data-deck for MPS (the NAME card of MPS).

'name2' is the name of the RHS column.

'name3' may be used (not necessarily) to define the RANGES column for MPS.

The rest of the input is organized in 'sections'. There are five kinds of sections: ROW, SOS, BOUNDS, INTEGERS and RHS. The sections 'SOS' and 'INTEGERS' are only used in (mixed) integer programming problems. The use of the 'BOUNDS' section is optional. However, the sequence of the sections must be conform the above list. Each section begins with an identification card and ends with an END card.

The following examples show how each kind of section must be specified.
4. OPTIMIZATION OF THE IMAGINARY DECISION-MAKER'S PREFERENCE FUNCTION

Below, we show the subprogram which converts the input, optimizes the imaginary decision-maker's preference function (i.e. minimizes $\text{AGAOAL}(\text{NP+1})$), and saves the basis for subsequent problems. The program should be self-explanatory. As noted above, this program can also be used to solve ordinary linear programming problems. In that case, define NP=0 and define the target row as $\text{AGAOAL}$.

Computer program

```plaintext
0100 //ECMSPNK JOB xxx,'UGRERKGG-SPEMKN',REGION=570K,TIME=(,25)
0102 // EXEC NP=ECM
0129 // NRL,SYS1 00 *
0130 FIRST: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);
0131 INCLUDE DPLINIT;
0133 DCL NP FIXED BIN,(DD,PP,TT,DD) CHAR(7),HLP=PIC'9';
0135 GET LIST(NP,DD,PP,TT,DD);
0138 A: DO;
0140 stuff=NP+1;
0142 KDIA=DD;
0144 KPDIA=PP1HLP;
0146 CALL CONVERT('FILE', 'ORIG');
0148 KROUND=BB;
0150 CALL SETUP;
0152 KDIO='AGAOAL'1HLP;
0154 KND=TT;
0156 KPSAVE='DAS'1HLP;
0158 CALL OPTIMIZE;
0160 CALL SOLUTION;
0162 END;
0164 END FIRST;
0166 //GJ,PROBFILE DD DSN=ECM,PRELIST,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),
0168 // UNIT=DISK, VOL=SER=DISKI2
0170 //GJ,PRG DD DSN=ECM,PROG1,DISP=SHR
0172 //GJ,SYSIN DD *
0174 A,'DPROD', 'PPROD', 'TRPROD', 'SUFFER'
0176 //
```
5. THE SUBPROGRAM FOR I.M.G.P.

In this section, we give a listing of the subprogram for an imaginary decision-making using I.M.G.P. Before doing so, we explain the most important names used within the program, followed by a flow chart of the program. Some further remarks will be made in the final section.

Explanation of names used within the program (in order of occurrence)

SOLOPT = vector of goal values for the optimal solution of the imaginary decision-maker's preference function
SOLACC = vector of pessimistic goal values
SOLOPT = vector of ideal goal values
DELTA = vector of step sizes for the shifts in SOLACC
ACCUR = vector of accuracies
VAL = vector of changed right-hand side values for the AAGOAP restrictions
HMAT = matrix of goal values obtained during the respective minimizations of the NP goal variable
SOLPROP = vector of pessimistic goal values after the proposed shift in one of the AAGOAP restrictions
POTPROP = vector of ideal goal values corresponding with SOLPROP
/* SPACE DECLARATION */
DCL (PP, TT, BB) CHN(7); HLLP PIC'9'(4), (HI, H2) DEC FLOAT;
DCL (SOLUTE(NP), RUTACC(NP), SOLACC(NP), DELTA(NP), ACCUR(NP),
      PUTPROP(NP), SOLPROP(NP), HAT(NP), HP, Hkap(NP), H2k(NP), HP2) DEC FLOAT CTL;
DCL I S(AO) CTL, 2 STATUS CHN(4), 2 ACTIVITY DEC FLOAT,
   2 DOAL DEC FLOAT;
DCL 1 NSOLSTR(NP) CTL, 2 IND CHN(2), 2 NAM ID CHN(7),
   2 NAM1 CHN(6), 2 VAL DEC FLOAT;
*/ READ PROBLEM NAMES, PARAMETERS, ALLOCATE SPACE */
GET LIST(NP, PP, TT, BB);
ALLOCATE SOLUTE, RUTACC, SOLACC, DELTA, ACCUR, PUTPROP, SOLPROP,
HAT, Hk, Hkap, NSOLSTR;
GET LIST(SOLUTE);
HLLP=NP+1;
XOLNAME=NP||HLLP;
NR5=2;
XWCH1=30;
A: DO I=1 TO NP;
   HLLP=I;
   XPNAME=PP||HLLP;
   CALL COPY;
   XOA=‘XAOAL’||HLLP;
   CALL SETUP;
   ALLOCATE S;
   XPSAVE=‘BS’||HLLP;
   CALL OPTIMIZE;
   CALL SOLUTION(‘STATUS’, ‘VALUE’, ‘DIAL’, ‘STRUCTURE’, S);
   B: DO J=1 TO NP;
      HAT(I, J)=S.ACTIVITY(J);
   END B;
END A;

/* DEFINITION OF REQUIRED ACCURACY */
C: DO J=1 TO NP;
   H2=-1E2; H2=1E2;
   DO H=1 TO NP;
      M=MAX(HAT(H, J), H2);
      H2=H*HAT(H, J); H2;
   END H;
   END J;
   RUTACC(J)=H2;
   SOLACC(J)=H2;
   DELTA(J)=SOLACC(J)-RUTACC(J);
   ACCUR(J)=SOLUTE(J)/IE2;
END C;

/* WRITE STARTING SOLUTIONS */
PUT FILE(SCHYPRE) SKIP LIST(‘THE FIRST SOLUTION AT I=1’);
   DO I=1 TO NP;
      PUT FILE(SCHYPRE) SKIP LIST(‘I.HAT(1,*)’);
   END;
   PUT FILE(SCHYPRE) SKIP (2) LIST(‘SOLACC’, ‘SOLACC’);
   PUT FILE(SCHYPRE) SKIP LIST(‘SOLUTE’, ‘SOLUTE’);
   PUT FILE(SCHYPRE) SKIP LIST(‘RUTACC’, ‘RUTACC’);
/* START OF THE MAIN LOOP */

DO I=1 TO NP;
   HAT(1)=1.31;
   VAL(1)=SOLACC(11)+(DE-0)*SOLACC(11);
END I;

END; /* CHOOSE OF THE GOAL VALUE TO BE CHANGES */

D: J=1;
DO H=1 TO NP;
   VAL(H)=SOLACC(H1)+VAL(H); 
END H;
J=J+1;
IF J>NP THEN GOTO 1;
ELSE
   G: IF DELTA(H)<ACCRH*H THEN GOTO E; ELSE

   DELTA(H)=5*DELTA(H);
   VAL(H)=SOLACC(H)-DELTA(H);

   IF VAL(H)<ACCRH*H THEN GOTO G; ELSE
   IF VAL(H)>SOLUPT(H) THEN GOTO P; ELSE
   PUT FILE(SCHRIF) SKIP(2) LIST('VAL', 'VAL');
   PUT FILE(SCHRIF) SKIP LIST('DELTA', 'DELTA');
   PUT FILE(SCHRIF) SKIP LIST('SOLUTION WILL BE REJECTED',
   'DUE TO NUMBER', H);
GOTO G;

P: K=1;
DO K=1 TO NP;
   IF K>NP THEN GOTO 2;
   ELSE
      /* ADD EACH OF THE GOALS AT GIVE A CONSTRAINT VALUE */
      HAT: ADATA='DUMMY';
      HULP=K;
      XPBMAT=PP1 HULP;
      XDIJ='AACGAM' HULP;
      CALL SETUP;
      CALL MODIFY('STRUCTURE', 'WVSSTR');
      XOPMSTR='BAS' HULP;
      XOPSTART='RESTORE';
      XOPSAVE='BAS' HULP;
      CALL OPTIMIZE;
      CALL SOLUTION('STATUS', 'VALUE', 'GOAL',
      'STRUCTURE', S);
      HS=NP+1;

      /* TEST FOR DEGENERACY */
      A1: I=I+1;
      IF S.STATUS(I)='L' THEN GOTO A2; ELSE
      IF S.GOAL(I) > 0 THEN GOTO A2; ELSE
      DO L=1 TO NP;
         HAT(K,L)=HAR(K,L);
      END;
      PUT FILE(SCHRIF) SKIP LIST('DEG. PROBLEM', K);
      GOTO 0;
      A2: IF KXJ THEN GOTO A1; ELSE
      DO L=1 TO NP;
         HAT(K,L)=S.ACTIVITY(L);
      END;
      GOTO 0;
/* DETERMINATION OF POTENCY MATRIX */
X2: DO I=1 TO NIP;
   X2=1E-20;W2=1E20;
   DO H=1 TO NIP;
      X2=MIN(X2,HEAT(I,H));
      W2=W2*(HEAT(I,H)/W2);
   END;
   POTP(R,L)=X2;
   SOLP(L)=X2;
   END X2;

PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP (2) LIST('SOLP',SOLP);
PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST('POTP',POTP);
PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST('SOLOPT',SOLOPT);
PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST('DELTA',DELTA);
PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST
(', IS SOLUTION ACCEPTABLE?',' PROBLEM PRESEN'T?'),
T: DO K=1 TO NIP;
   IF(SOLP(K)<(SOLOPT(K)-(DE-O)*SOLOPT(K))) THEN GOTO G;
   IF(SOLP(K)<(POTP(K)-(DE-O)*POTP(K))) THEN GOTO G;
   END T;

END;

SOLACC=SOLP;
POTACC=POTP;

PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST('SOLUTION ACCEPTED');

GOTO 0;

Z: PUT FILE('SCHYF') SKIP LIST('END OF PROGRAM');

END FASLI;

//PROPFLE DD DISP=OLD,DSN='ECHR.PPROFPL.'
//SYSPRINT DD DUMMY
//ULDFILE DD DISP=OLD,DSN='ECHR.PPROFPL'
//SYSOUT=A,DSN='ECHR.PPROFPL'
//SYSIN DD *

D, 'PROD', 'TPROD', 'BUFFER'
16777.05761,0598.99926,11355.03405,
264.36750,704.23452
6. SOME FINAL REMARKS

In this final section, we indicate how to transform the described program into one of the conversational type. Furthermore, we discuss some other possible improvements of the program.

When a program of the conversational type is being made, it should be realized that a decision-maker in reality may make some simple errors (like typing errors) which have to be corrected. This makes it necessary to use a subprogram for the detection, report, and to make it possible to reset these errors. Such a subprogram may have many forms, depending on the computer system used, the availability of other error detecting codes, and so on. Therefore, we do not present such a subprogram here.

In order to make the described program of the conversational type, the following parts of the program should be adapted. First, when an accepted solution is presented to the decision-maker, he must have the opportunity to state whether this solution is satisfactory or not. In the latter case, he must also have the opportunity which of the goal variables should be improved in value, and by which amount. In order to so, the statements numbered 2) 690 up to and including 760 should be replaced by some input statements. The second problem to be solved by the decision-maker, is whether a proposal solution is satisfactory or not. In our program, this is done in the statements numbered 790 up to and including 840 and in 1310 up to and including 1350. Consequently, these statements should be adapted for the conversational use of the program.

At the end of this paper, we should mention a possible improvement of the program. This may be found by using only one single linear programming problem for the whole procedure, instead of NP+1 problems used above. Furthermore, in using the outcomes of one optimization as a point of departure for the next optimization, one may consider to use the old activity levels instead of the old bases, which was done in our program. At the time of writing this paper, these possibilities had not been investigated in detail.

2) The statement numbers have been added for illustrative purpose only.
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